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Abstract 

 
CELO: A Cost-Effective System for Efficiently Building  

Informatics Solutions to Manage Biomedical Research Data 
 

Christine Fong 
 

Chair of the Supervisory Committee: 
Research Professor James F. Brinkley 

Department of Biological Structure 
 
 

Traditional data management methods are unable to sufficiently support growing 

trends in biomedical research such as collection of larger data sets, use of diverse data types, 

and sharing of data among multiple laboratories.  Although many technologies are readily 

available to help laboratories build data management solutions, many laboratories are not 

taking advantage of them.  This may be due to hardware and software costs, the need for an 

informaticist to build customized solutions, and long development times. 

Several systems already exist which attempt to address the informatics needs of 

biomedical researchers.  A review of these systems has revealed the benefits and drawbacks of 

various system design approaches, and has helped us to identify a set of core requirements for 

a system that will successfully serve the biomedical research community.  In consideration of 

these requirements, we developed the Customizable Electronic Laboratory Online (CELO) 

system to help laboratories efficiently build cost-effective informatics solutions.  CELO 

automatically creates a generic database and web interface for laboratories that submit a 

simple web registration form.  Researchers can then build their own customized data 

management systems using web-based features such as configurable user permissions, 

customizable user interfaces, support for multimedia files, and templates for defining research 

data representations. 

An evaluation of the CELO system has demonstrated its ability to efficiently create 

customized solutions for research laboratories with basic data management needs.  The 

evaluation has also highlighted areas in which CELO can be improved and has elucidated 

potential research problems that may be of interest to the biomedical informatics field. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Data management needs in biomedical research labs 

Data management is a critical aspect of biomedical research1-3.  Data management involves 

recording, storing, organizing, retrieving and visualizing data.  Different methods for 

managing research data can affect the ease and efficiency with which research is performed 

and can also play a role in the quality of research4-8.  The nature of recent research has led to a 

trend towards the collection of larger and larger data sets that are becoming more difficult to 

manage.  The initial sequencing of the human genome, for example, has resulted in an 

explosion of genomic studies that generate a high volume of information such as gene 

mapping or gene expression data9.  Recent technologies such as digital video and photography 

have also enabled researchers to rapidly perform cost effective, large scale experiments that 

require analysis of thousands of images10.  Some neuroscience studies that contribute to the 

goal of mapping the approximately 100x109 neurons of the human brain also result in 

enormous data sets11.  Traditional methods for managing data, such as lab books, typewritten 

documents, and spreadsheets created using software such as Microsoft Excel, are becoming 

insufficient for handling this volume of data.  These methods lack querying capabilities that 

enable researchers to efficiently find and retrieve particular data items.  Effectively organizing 

such large amounts of data for analysis also becomes nearly impossible using traditional 

methods12-18. 

 

Digital images and movies are among several other types of computerized formats that are 

more commonly being collected as research data.  Software applications built for specific 
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research areas result in a diverse set of very domain specific data files.  For example, the 

Visual Brain Mapper (VBM), an application developed specifically to visualize brain mapping 

data from neurosurgical studies, uses an input file specifying patient information and generates 

multiple brain map and model files19.   In addition to these newer emerging types of data files, 

traditional computerized text documents and spreadsheets also continue to contribute to a 

typical biomedical research lab’s data set.   Management of all these diverse types of files is 

most typically performed through filesystem directory structures and file naming conventions 

devised by laboratory research members.  Large collections of files, however, can be difficult 

to organize this way, presenting a challenge for researchers to find or compare specific files20. 

 

Another recent trend among biomedical research is the employment of large scale, multi-

laboratory research efforts6, 7, 11, 16, 21.  The research goal of mapping the human brain, for 

example, requires multidisciplinary expertise in the molecular, cellular and behavioral aspects 

of the neural system11.  Collaborative research results in a growing need for methods that 

allow researchers to easily, efficiently and robustly share data remotely. 

 

The informatics needs of today’s biomedical research laboratories stem from trends in larger 

data sets, a growing diversity of computerized data types, and a need to share data for research 

collaborations.  Fortunately, there are many technologies currently available that enable 

biomedical research labs to build informatics solutions that address these needs.  As members 

of the University of Washington’s Structural Informatics Group, we have had the opportunity 

to use these technologies to successfully build informatics solutions for multiple biomedical 

laboratories. Our experiences building data management systems for these research labs have 
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helped us to identify some of the barriers labs may face when attempting to build their own 

database systems. 

1.2 The barriers to building customized informatics solutions 

Our observations from working with biomedical research labs have led us to recognize 

monetary and time costs as two major barriers that laboratories face when trying to build a 

customized informatics solution.  Some labs have taken advantage of the readily available 

database and internet technologies to successfully build custom data management systems.   

These labs also often acknowledge cost as an important aspect to consider when implementing 

a system4, 17.  We use our experiences building one such system to demonstrate why we 

believe time and money are such critical issues for labs in need of an informatics solution. 

 

We worked closely with the members of a research lab in the University of Washington’s 

Department of Biological Structure in order to assess their specific informatics needs and 

build a customized informatics solution.  The lab, which we will refer to as the Eye Lab, 

studies characteristics of and factors affecting the development of cataracts.  The lab performs 

experimental studies that generate thousands of images of the eyes of mice which need to be 

compared and analyzed.  Previous data management methods involved storing thousands of 

image files into an operating system file folder structure and selecting filenames to specify 

details about each image, such as the mouse id, age, genetic information, and the eye (left or 

right) shown in the photo.  Matrices of eye images for analysis of lens opacification patterns 

due to cataract were manually constructed using generic spreadsheet software and were time 

consuming to build and modify.  In order to improve and expedite these data management 

processes, we built an image repository system that stores data files along with associated 
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metadata that describes each eye image22, 23. We designed a web interface for querying the 

relational database that stores these data so that the Eye Lab researchers can easily find and 

retrieve particular images.  We also designed a tool that enables the researchers to select 

image metadata constraints in order to automatically build image matrices similar to the 

spreadsheets they were previously creating by hand (Figure 1).  The system has helped 

decrease the time required to organize and evaluate mouse eye image files.  The image 

repository is accessible through a typical web browser, allowing the researchers to also easily 

share data with collaborating laboratories.  

 

 

Figure 1. The Eye Lab Image Repository Image Matrix 
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The Eye Lab image repository was successfully built to facilitate data management and 

increase efficiency of data analysis.  The cost incurred on the Eye Lab for building this system 

was minimal due to the unique collaboration with the Structural Informatics Group.  We, from 

the Structural Informatics Group, used our own hardware and personnel to install and set up 

the necessary components of the image repository system.  Our informatics skills were also 

required to develop custom scripts to create custom interfaces and functionality.  We realize 

that many other research labs cannot afford a dedicated informaticist to build and maintain a 

customized data management system.  Many labs may additionally be unable to invest in the 

hardware resources necessary to create such a system.  Methods to reduce these hardware or 

personnel costs would help address the monetary barrier that labs may face when building 

custom informatics solutions. 

 

We also observed the time cost of building the Eye Lab Image Repository, with the initial 

system completed in several weeks followed by several months of maintenence and 

improvements.  The system development time might pose an issue for some labs with a 

pressing need for an informatics solution.  We observed several areas, however, in which the 

development of the Eye Lab system was inefficient and could be improved.  Firstly, the Eye 

Lab members spent valuable research time helping us understand the details of their research 

data so that we could design a system that would address their informatics needs.  Time may 

have been saved if the researchers were provided with tools enabling them to design the 

system themselves2, 13, 18.  We also wrote several custom scripts with only minor differences in 

order to generate user interfaces that satisfied the specific needs of the Eye Lab.  Many of 

these user interfaces could have been easily captured using an automatically generated 

interface with simple configuration options3, 13, 18.  We also created multiple database schemas 
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that were very similar to each other to represent data for different experiments performed in 

the laboratory.  This observation helped spark the idea of allowing researchers to reuse 

database schemas with the goal of increasing the efficiency with which such schemas are 

defined. 

 

Observations from working with the Eye Lab have emphasized a demonstrated need to reduce 

the costs and the development time for building customized informatics solutions.   We 

believe that a system designed to address time and money issues will help a greater number of 

laboratories to take advantage of the technologies available for creating informatics solutions.  

We have designed the Customizable Electronic Laboratory Online (CELO) system in response 

to the need for reducing monetary and time costs.  The CELO design considers many of the 

observations we have made with our past experiences building laboratory data management 

systems, as well as several issues discussed in the literature regarding other custom systems. 

1.3 CELO’s approach to addressing the problem 

Our goal for the CELO project was to provide biomedical laboratories with the tools necessary 

to inexpensively and efficiently build data management systems that meet their specific needs.  

In this section, we describe the approach we took when developing CELO and explain why we 

believe this approach will help us to achieve our goal.  In our evaluation of CELO, we will 

assess how well the system actually meets our goal. 

 

To help reduce the hardware and software costs that a laboratory must invest to create a 

system, CELO is designed to use a distributed resource model.  With this model, one CELO 

system installation and set up, including a single database and web server, is shared among 
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multiple laboratories.  Informatics personnel must only administer this centralized system, 

thereby reducing the need for a dedicated informaticist for each lab.  Each laboratory with 

access to the server can then take advantage of CELO’s features in order generate an 

individualized laboratory system (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Distributed Resource Concept 
 

Because research labs can register and build data management systems using CELO’s web 

based interface, we believe time will be saved from having to install and set up a dedicated 

system.  Since accessing the system simply requires a typical web browser, most users will 

automatically be able to utilize CELO without having to install any client software.  We 

believe CELO can also help reduce development time by providing a set of generic system 
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features that we believe will be useful for multiple laboratories.  These generalizable features 

are determined by the needs of biomedical research labs that are emphasized in the literature, 

as well as needs highlighted by our own experiences working with labs.  A mechanism for 

storing and organizing diverse file types, including multimedia data, on the system server 

helps laboratories manage the growing numbers of data files being produced for research.  

Flexible querying methods assist researchers with finding data and creating views for 

visualizing data.  A permissions system facilitates data sharing among laboratories by 

allowing laboratories to control access to certain system functions.  These examples are only a 

portion of the generalizable features that can be used by labs that have simply registered for a 

CELO-generated system online. 

 

The CELO system design has also focused on making its features configurable in order to 

allow researchers to customize their systems based on specific needs.  For example, CELO 

provides users with web based configuration tools for specifying graphical user interface 

customizations to best fit their research needs.  The idea is that these tools will help lower 

development time by reducing the need for an informaticist to write custom scripts. 

 

Our experiences building systems for research labs have also demonstrated that working with 

biomedical researchers to design the database schema for representing research data can be a 

time consuming task.  To help increase efficiency with designing database schemas, we 

developed a template system.  CELO templates specify pre-defined database schemas, as well 

as user interface details, and can be browsed and selected from in order to automatically 

generate a set of database tables that describe a given research area.  For example, the Eye Lab 

could use a template to generate the database schema for an experiment studying various 
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treatments for mice with cataracts.  We believe that researchers without any database 

background can utilize the template system in order to design a database schema without the 

assistance of an informaticist.  We expect that the templates will also foster database schema 

sharing, reuse, and consistency. 

1.4 Contributions of this thesis 

This chapter has introduced the growing need to provide tools for biomedical researchers that 

reduce the costs of laboratory data management systems and increase the efficiency with 

which they are created.  This thesis discusses several of the informatics needs of the evolving 

biomedical research laboratory and reviews some of the existing systems that address these 

needs.  We introduce a set of essential requirements for a system that we believe will more 

successfully address these needs based on this review of existing systems and our own 

personal experiences.  This thesis introduces an approach to satisfy most of these requirements 

and details the architecture of the CELO system that implements this approach.  We illustrate 

how a laboratory can easily use the CELO features to generate and configure a customized 

data management system. 

 

An initial evaluation of CELO focuses on testing the hypothesis that users can use the web-

based tools to efficiently build a system that meets their data management needs.  To test this 

hypothesis, we used CELO to recreate three data management systems that we previously 

built.  Our evaluation assessed CELO’s ability to implement the major features required by the 

various laboratories and to compare the time needed to develop these features in the original 

system versus the CELO-generated system.  We also created a system for a laboratory we had 

not previously worked with to help evaluate the generalizability of our system.  The evaluation 
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results demonstrate that the web-based tools such as the XML template system, configurable 

permissions system, customizable interfaces, and flexible querying mechanisms reduce the 

time needed to implement many features required by laboratories.  Some essential system 

features, such as special formatting for displaying database items or query result lists, were not 

able to be captured using CELO’s configuration tools, suggesting areas in which our system 

can be improved.  Other critical system limitations highlighted by the evaluation include the 

lack of support for integrating custom features, or plugins, into the existing system and the 

inability to efficiently evolve research data representations while minimizing data loss.  These 

limitations indicate that CELO is not a suitable solution for laboratories with more complex 

informatics needs.  We conclude that the system is most valuable for laboratories that need a 

quick and inexpensive solution to perform basic data management tasks.  This thesis not only 

demonstrates the potential value of the CELO system for such laboratories, but also generates 

ideas of future work for both our system and for the field of biomedical informatics in general. 
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Chapter 2: Background 

The need for tools to facilitate the creation and maintenance of customized laboratory data 

management systems is well known1, 2, 24.  Several informatics options already exist to assist 

biomedical research laboratories in fulfilling this need.  Some of these options are generic 

systems not targeted toward biomedical research25, some are commercial systems developed 

for very specific research markets26-28, and others are designed for the biomedical research 

field as a whole, driven by past experiences building systems for research labs1, 2, 24.  We have 

explored these various options, and have considered the benefits and limitations of each to 

help identify a set of requirements for a system we believe would successfully serve the 

biomedical research community.  These requirements have helped to direct us in our approach 

and design of the CELO system. 

2.1 Existing informatics solutions 

NeuroSys 

NeuroSys is a system developed at the Montana State University Center for Computational 

Biology (CCB) in response to the recent growth of digital laboratory data29.  NeuroSys was 

designed to reduce the complexity of database software such that biomedical researchers, 

neuroscientists in particular, are able to install, configure and extend data management 

systems themselves.  The NeuroSys developers believe that the inherent complexity of 

traditional relational databases present a major obstacle for laboratories building data 

management systems2.  The NeuroSys approach attempts to reduce this complexity by using a 

semistructured XML database rather than a traditional relational database.  A useful feature of 

the system is a tool enabling the end users to generate graphical user interface (GUI) screens 
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for data entry and querying by dragging and dropping widgets into a form.  The tool 

empowers the researchers to create customized interfaces that define the XML database 

structure themselves, without the need for a database or interface programmer.  The 

developers emphasize how the flexibility of the semistructured data facilitates the 

implementation of interactively constructed and automatically operational GUI screens2. 

 

NeuroSys is implemented as a Java Web Start application, requiring users to simply install the 

freely available Java Web Start client software.  Because the system is web-based, data can be 

easily shared over the internet.  One major limitation that the NeuroSys developers recognize 

is the inefficiency of the system due to the semistructured framework2.  Our review of the 

system also revealed that the current version of NeuroSys has difficulties handling large data 

sets, has insufficient querying capabilities, and does not support multimedia data. 

SenseLab 

SenseLab is a system developed at Yale University as a part of the Human Brain Project.  The 

system was initially developed for integrating various forms of neuronal data, specifically to 

manage data from experimental research on the olfactory system30.  These data are collected at 

the genetic, synaptic, neuronal, brain-pathway, and behavioral levels of the sensory system 

and are therefore highly heterogeneous.  Representations of objects at these multiple levels 

also may frequently change as scientific knowledge evolves.  In consideration of these specific 

characteristics of olfactory research, SenseLab is based on the Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) 

Data Model24, 31.  In contrast to the traditional relational database, the EAV Data Model 

represents attributes and attribute values of data objects as data within a single pre-defined 

database table rather than as columns of separate tables.  Changes in representation of data 
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objects therefore do not require modification of the underlying database schema.  The 

developers of SenseLab argue that this static database schema property of the EAV model 

enables greater flexibility for representing evolving data objects and facilitates generating user 

interfaces automatically3, 24, 31, 32.  The EAV model, however, does not support the complex 

objects and relationships that can be represented using conventional databases.  The 

correlation between a particular Animal Subject and a specific Treatment, for example, can be 

easily represented in a relational database but not in an EAV database.  The SenseLab 

developers therefore extended the model in order to support classes and relationships, a 

feature critical for representing biomedical research data.  This extended model, called 

EAV/CR (EAV with classes and relationships), allows the definition of complex data 

structures called classes, the creation of instances of classes, and the modeling of interclass 

relationships32.   

 

The properties of the neuronal data being managed with SenseLab may very well apply to 

other types of biomedical research data.  The SenseLab developers believe the system can 

therefore be used for other research areas and have demonstrated this by using its framework 

to build a prototype pharmacogenetics database32.  A useful feature of the SenseLab system 

includes a system management console that helps researchers view and design metadata 

elements and entity relationships.  Another valuable feature is SenseLab’s ability to 

automatically generate usable web-based data entry and query screens based on defined 

metadata3.  These screens have some configuration settings, however the limited options may 

not meet some of the specific needs of certain laboratories.  For example, users cannot select 

which widget types (web form input fields) to be displayed in the interface for adding new 

items into the database. Other limitations of the system include less powerful and less efficient 
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querying capabilties as compared to traditional SQL queries3, 32.  Our review of the system has 

also revealed that, similar to NeuroSys, SenseLab does not currently support multimedia data. 

Microsoft Access 

Microsoft Access25 is a popular laboratory data management solution.  Access is a solid 

commercial product developed to make database and interface building easy and flexible.  

Access is a generic system designed to make it less daunting for the novice user to build a 

relational database management system.  It contains multiple utilities, such as wizards and 

interface design tools, that helps researchers to customize systems themselves.  Unlike 

NeuroSys and SenseLab, Access provides support for multimedia files and has strong 

querying capabilities based on SQL.  Although it is possible to make an Access system run on 

the web, it is not a simple process to implement, and therefore introduces a challenge for 

sharing data.  Although Access provides users with a variety of tools to build a database 

system, developing a data management system is still complex and requires a substantial 

learning curve.  Fundamentally, Access at its core remains a relational database management 

system (RDBMS) and using it effectively requires learning to use and program an RDBMS 

despite the sophisticated GUIs, tools, and wizards.  Because the system is not specifically 

designed for biomedical research, it also does not consider the needs specific to the research 

domain, such as special handling of images, a file type commonly used in today’s research 

lab. 

 

Another drawback of the Access option is that the default Access database also cannot 

accomodate very large data sets.  Systems can migrate to Microsoft SQL Server33 which can 
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support much larger data sets, however, this option is expensive and requires additional time 

to setup and maintain34. 

WIRM 

Web Interfacing Repository Manager (WIRM) is a toolkit that provides informaticists with a 

set of scripts and utilities facilitating custom code development for a laboratory data 

management system1, 35, 36.  We have used the toolkit to build systems such as the Eye Lab 

image repository22, 23 and an experiment workflow manager for brain mapping studies37.  An 

attractive feature of WIRM is its support for multimedia files.  The system has a built-in 

mechanism for uploading files through a web interface and organizing the files using a 

combination of filesystem and database utilities.  Extensive support for handling images uses 

pre-existing image modules for actions such as image conversion into web viewable formats 

and automatically generating thumbnails20, 36. 

 

Similar to SenseLab, WIRM was also designed to facilitate schema evolution and automatic 

generation of user interfaces for creating and editing items.  As with SenseLab, however, these 

automatically generated interfaces have limited configuration options and therefore do not 

always meet the specific needs of a laboratory.  In our experiences with WIRM, the 

automatically generated interfaces were not exactly what were needed by a laboratory, and we 

often were required to write custom scripts to build custom interfaces.  Custom scripts had to 

be written, for example, to simply display user friendly labels for database tables and table 

columns in the interfaces for creating or viewing database items. 
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An informaticist is also needed to install and setup the WIRM system and create the database 

schema for each laboratory.  Researchers must spend valuable research time communicating 

and clarifying research details in order to ensure that the informaticist can develop a sufficient 

data management solution. 

 

Our experience working with WIRM has also revealed its limited querying capabilities.  

Although the system is based on a relational database which allows powerful SQL queries, the 

WIRM interface limits the types of queries that can be constructed to those that retrieve data 

from only a single database table.  The interface also requires users to have some SQL 

programming knowledge. 

Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) 

Many Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) are feature-rich, polished 

commercial software systems.  There are nearly a hundred options that labs can choose from, 

including vendors such as LabVantage27, StarLIMS26, and LabWare28.  When working with 

LIMS vendors, research laboratories can create very sophisticated systems with features 

ranging from inventory and project management to bar coding systems.  LIMS tend to be 

targeted towards larger commercial labs, however, and are therefore very expensive, with 

“low cost” options starting at a couple thousand dollars, plus personnel resources38.  A 

commercial LIMS system is therefore not a plausible option for many smaller academic or 

non-profit research laboratories.  Because LIMS are proprietary products, research labs are 

also unable to modify the source code of many of these products in order to satisfy unique 

needs.  Add-on customizations must be negotiated with the LIMS vendor, potentially further 

raising the cost of the informatics solution38. 
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Commercial LIMS also tend to target very specific markets, such as the pharmaceutical, 

environmental, and petrochemical corporations, each of which have relatively standard 

workflow processes and data types.  Many biomedical research laboratories do not fall under 

one of these standard categories and require a system that enables the definition of much more 

customized data types.  The LIMS option is therefore not an ideal solution for these types of 

laboratories1, 39.  

 

There also exist a small number open source LIMS that are freely available.  Although these 

systems do not introduce the cost issues that the commercial systems do, they do suffer from 

the same limitation that they tend to target specific research operations or domains.  For 

example, caLIMS is an open source system developed by the National Cancer Institute for 

automating laboratory workflow40.  The system helps researchers manage projects and 

inventory using features for handling predefined types such as supplies, samples, assays, and 

protocols.  Flow LIMS is another system developed at the Fox Chase Cancer Center for 

managing protocols and results specifically for flow cytometry experiments41.  Gnosis LIMS, 

on the other hand, is an open source project aimed at creating a customizable system that can 

be utilized by any laboratory42.  This system, however, is currently being developed by 

volunteers, is undergoing design changes, and is not expected to be completed anytime in the 

near future. 

2.2 Requirements for a laboratory data management system 

Using our previous experience building laboratory data management systems and the lessons 

learned through our review of existing informatics solutions, we have devised a list of 
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requirements that we believe are essential for a successful biomedical laboratory data 

management system.  To preface the detailed descriptions of each requirement, we provide a 

matrix summarizing the review of the existing informatics options based on their ability to 

satisfy these requirements (Table 1).  This matrix demonstrates that the existing systems each 

have their strengths, but that none of the systems meet a substantial portion of the 

requirements. 

 
Table 1. Existing System Comparison Matrix 
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NeuroSys X X X X   X   
SenseLab X X  X   X   
Microsoft Access  X X X X X  X  
WIRM X    X X X X  
Commercial LIMS     X X X X  

 

Inexpensive 

Commercial products, such as LIMS, can often be too expensive for research laboratories, 

particularly smaller academic or other non-profit labs.  Many open source solutions, such as 

NeuroSys, Senselab and WIRM described earlier, are freely available and additionally allow 

needed source modifications without additional costs1, 2, 24.  These open source options, 

however, may have hardware and personnel requirements that are still too costly for some 

laboratories to invest in.  Ensuring that required hardware is affordable and reducing the need 
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for an informaticist to build a custom system is a priority for many labs in need of an 

informatics solution2, 4, 17. 

Short Development Time 

In our experience, building customized data management systems for research laboratories can 

take weeks, months or even years.  Although not documented in the published literature, our 

observations from working with these labs indicate that performing biomedical research can 

be very time sensitive and laboratories sometimes cannot afford to wait long periods of time 

for a system to be developed.  Laboratories we have worked with have often used traditional 

methods like spreadsheets for recording research data while waiting for an informatics 

solution to be completed.  Once the system was completed, researchers then had to transfer the 

data, a process that proved to be time consuming and disruptive to the research workflow.  

Creating working systems quickly not only allows researchers to take advantage of valuable 

features earlier, but also reduces the hindrance of transferring existing data. 

Customizable graphical user interfaces 

User interface design greatly affects the usability of a system and therefore also plays a role in 

system acceptance43, 44.  Graphical user interfaces, however, can be time consuming to create.  

As described earlier, some existing systems such as SenseLab and WIRM automatically 

generate interfaces based on the defined database schema1, 24.  Although efficiently created, 

these default interfaces may not exactly suit the specific needs of the end users.  The ability to 

customize particular aspects of the GUI, such as specifying labels and widgets, can help 

reduce the need to write interfaces from scratch, decreasing system development time45. 
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Features to facilitate database design  

One of the most challenging aspects of building a data management system is designing a 

database schema to effectively represent research data.  The research scientists themselves 

best know their data, yet may not have any database design experience.  On the other hand, an 

informaticist may have a good background designing databases, but does not fully understand 

the research data to be modeled.  This leads to a need for close communication between 

researcher and informaticist and may require a large learning curve on both sides.  Features 

that help facilitate database design can help expedite the development process.  Ideally, 

researchers would be provided with the tools necessary to build their laboratory databases 

themselves, without being required to have an extensive database background.  Several efforts 

have been made within the informatics field to develop tools to assist users with designing 

complex database schemas2, 12, 13, 18. NeuroSys, for example, implements a drag and drop tool 

for creating user interfaces, effectively modeling the XML database representing research 

data2. 

Support for diverse data types 

The kinds of data being collected in the biomedical research field are growing rapidly.  One of 

the driving forces of the design of the SenseLab system is the need to manage the 

heterogeneous types of data collected through experimental studies of the olfactory system.  

SenseLab allows end users to define their own data types to represent unique kinds of research 

data32.  A major limitation of commercial LIMS is their use of predefined industry standard 

data types that can not flexibly model the diverse data types of other research areas1. 
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Many laboratories are also collecting digital file types for research.  These file types include 

multimedia data, such as images14, 15, 46-49, as well as unique filetypes generated or utilized by 

domain specific applications19, 50.  As the advances in and availability of computer 

technologies increases, and as the costs decrease, the use of these types of digital media in the 

research lab will grow.  Management of multimedia files is therefore essential for a data 

management system to handle current research needs. 

Powerful querying capabilities 

As the types of data being collected in the biomedical research lab is growing, so is the 

amount.  One of the major reasons labs are finding a need to invest in informatics solutions to 

manage data is because of the challenges of managing such large amounts of data7, 11, 16.  Data 

management involves not only methods for storing and organizing data, but also methods for 

finding and retrieving data3, 4, 8.  Traditional relational databases have well supported querying 

languages such as SQL that enable powerful queries for finding data.  Systems that use non-

traditional database models, such as the semistructured database model of NeuroSys and the 

EAV data model of Senselab, have weaker querying capabilities2, 3.  A challenge with SQL, 

however, is providing interfaces that biomedical researchers without SQL knowledge can use 

and understand. 

Support for sharing over the internet 

Multi-laboratory research collaborations are becoming more common as many current 

research efforts require multidisciplinary expertise or are too large scale to be tackled by 

individual labs.  Methods for collaborating laboratories to easily and efficiently share data are 

therefore important and essential to incorporate into a data management system.  Most 
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systems developed specifically to support research collaborations have used web 

technologies4, 6, 7, 16, 21.  Utilizing the web is a natural route for sharing data, as the internet is 

widespread, has multiple well-supported and freely available technologies, and is already 

utilized for several public biomedical research tools such as the PubMed51 and Genbank52 

databases.  Using the internet as an interface to manage data also supports the potential of 

someday integrating multiple separate research efforts as well as existing public databases. 

Plugins for customizations 

Through our experiences building data management systems for research laboratories, we 

have discovered that each laboratory has specific system feature requests that are likely to not 

be applicable to other research labs.  Such unique customizations cannot be included in a 

generalized system.  The ability to add-on such lab specific features is therefore necessary in 

order for the system to satisfy each laboratory’s unique needs.  The concept of plugins is 

common among software applications as a method to integrate custom functionality into a 

generic system.  For example, plugins for web browsers include integrating multimedia 

players for viewing multimedia data such as movies and 3-D models. Allowing research 

laboratories to implement plugins for customizations increases the value of a data 

management system16, 53. 

Evolution of Data Representation 

One reason the developers of SenseLab selected to use the EAV data model is because 

changes in data representation that require the addition of attributes to a data class does not 

require an underlying database schema redesign.  The SenseLab developers, however, also 

note that a limitation of their system is the lack of support for changing an attribute’s data type 
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after data already exist32.  The critical system requirement that the developers are addressing 

when discussing these benefits and limitations of their system is the ability to evolve data 

representations.  Acquisition of new scientific knowledge, modifications to ongoing 

experiments, and a greater understanding of data collected are only some of the reasons why 

laboratories might want to modify the way data have been represented in a database.  A 

mechanism for easily and efficiently evolving the data representations while minimizing data 

loss is a valuable system feature8, 12, 15. 
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Chapter 3: CELO System Architecture 

The CELO system was designed with a focus on satisfying the nine requirements shaped by 

our review of existing informatics solutions and through our past experiences building 

laboratory data management systems.  CELO currently satisfies seven of these requirements, 

more than any of the existing systems in our review (Table 2).  The importance of the two 

requirements that CELO does not currently satisfy, plugins for customizations and evolution 

of data representation, is emphasized by observations made through our system evaluation that 

will be discussed later. 

 

Table 2. Existing System and CELO Comparison Matrix 
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NeuroSys X X X X   X   
SenseLab X X  X   X   
Microsoft Access  X X X X X  X  
WIRM X    X X X X  
Commercial LIMS     X X X X  
CELO X X X X X X X   
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The seven requirements that CELO does meet is satisfied by features such as automatic 

generation of a laboratory data management system framework using a simple web 

registration form, configuration tools for customizing web user interfaces, a template system 

for generating pre-defined database schemas, a configurable permissions system for data 

security, and utilities for storing and organizing multiple file types.  These features are 

captured within five major components that make up the CELO system: CGI scripts and 

libraries (Figure 3A), the CELO main database (Figure 3B), a collection of XML templates 

(Figure 3C), a set of laboratory specific MySQL databases (Figure 3D), and a set of laboratory 

filesystem directories (Figure 3E). 

 

Figure 3. CELO System Architecture 
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3.1 CGI Scripts and Libraries (Figure 3A) 

The CELO Common Gateway Interface54 (CGI) scripts are computer programs that a client, 

generally a web browser from the computer of a biomedical research lab, must access in order 

to use features of the CELO system.  Users execute the CGI scripts by simply requesting the 

appropriate web address, along with any necessary parameters, using their web browser.  The 

CGI scripts utilize functions from three different sets of libraries, the WIRM libraries, the 

CELO libraries, and the public Perl modules, in order generate the HTML55 specifying the 

web interface to be displayed in the client web browser (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Interaction between CGI scripts and libraries 
 

The CELO CGI scripts and libraries are implemented in the Perl programming language56 and 

reside on the CELO server.  A set of Perl libraries developed for the WIRM toolkit1, 36 

described earlier was used as a base for this component of the system.  We selected WIRM as 

a base for CELO because it is open source software that provides an excellent framework for a 

web-based system, as well as utilities for handling multimedia files.  Open source Perl 
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modules that are freely available57, such as CGI.pm for generating HTML58 and 

SimpleObject.pm for parsing XML59, were also utilized.  We developed additional CELO 

libraries to perform tasks specific to the CELO system, such as generating web page content 

customized for each laboratory, defining laboratory database structures, generating and 

parsing web forms to create, edit or view database items, and logging system usage messages. 

3.2 CELO Main Database (Figure 3B) 

The CELO Main Database stores information useful for every laboratory in the research 

organization that a given CELO installation serves.  Each laboratory can access a web page to 

view data stored in the CELO Main Database, such as a directory of laboratory systems and 

details about available templates that any lab can use for building a data management system.  

There is only one CELO Main Database per CELO installation and it is created on the server 

when the CELO installation script is executed.  The CELO Main Database is a MySQL 

database60 consisting of two tables: the Research_Labs table and the Templates table.  The 

Research_Labs table stores general information about each laboratory system including a 

name, a lab id, description, and whether to list it in the CELO lab directory that is accessible 

from the CELO Home Page.  This table is empty upon CELO installation and is populated 

with a new entry when a laboratory submits the web registration form.  Entries with the 

lab_public column value set to 1 are included in the lab directory which displays each 

public laboratory’s name, description and a link to the Lab Home Page (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Relationship between the CELO Main Database and the Public Lab Directory 
 

The Templates table stores information about each defined CELO template file.  Details 

about the contents and use of these templates will be described later.  Upon installation of 

CELO, entries for each of the default templates are entered in the Templates table.  We 

created these default templates using our past experience building data management systems 

for real biomedical research laboratories.  The templates can immediately be utilized by 

laboratories that have registered for a CELO-generated system and can also be used for demos 

or as examples for building additional templates.  The Templates table stores details about 

the available templates including a name, description, an author ID, the authoring 

organization, date created, and the filepath to the template file in the server filesystem.  The 

table is populated with additional entries as laboratories save new templates. 

oid lab_name lab_desc lab_id lab_public 

8 The Eye Lab Studies cataracts: characteristics of its 
formation, factors involved in its... eyelab 1 

53 Single Unit 
Recording Database 

Studies of the recordings of electrical activity 
from single neurons during… sur 0 

65 UW Integrated Brain 
Project 

This is the Language Map experiment 
management system for human brain... csm 1 

168 Protein Interaction 
Lab 

Studies of interactions between proteins 
collected from samples… prot 0 
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3.3 Laboratory Databases (Figure 3D) 

While the CELO Main Database stores generic data relevant for all research labs in an 

organization, the Laboratory Databases store data specific to each lab.  The Laboratory 

Databases store the research data, as well as customization settings, for each laboratory 

system.  A dedicated MySQL database60 is created for each laboratory that submits a web 

registration form, and so each CELO installation can contain multiple laboratory databases.  

Each database contains a set of default tables that play key roles in features such as a 

permissions system, a mechanism for customizing how to represent, organize, and view 

research data, a system usage log, and predefined representations of data types commonly 

used in the laboratory.    We describe here how each of the default database tables contributes 

to the implementation of these features. 

 

The User_Group, User, and Session tables are important components of the CELO 

permissions system (Figure 6A).  The permissions system was developed to help laboratories 

that need to share data control who has access to particular features of the system.  Labs can 

create custom User Groups which are assigned a set of access permissions to particular 

laboratory system features, such as viewing or adding items.  Users are then created and 

assigned to a specific User Group.  CGI scripts are provided for Users to log in to the 

laboratory system which then generates a Session and gives them access to system features 

specified by their User Group.  Sessions manage the CELO log in state such that permissions 

are propagated as users navigate between different pages of the system.  Sessions are deleted 

once a user logs out. 
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Figure 6. Laboratory Database Tables 
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later.  Similar to the file data type, instances of a URL are stored in the URL table and the 

system performs special processing for displaying URL items as web links. 

 

File and URL are generic data types that research laboratories are likely to need, however, 

most labs will also want to define customized data types for representing research data.  Labs 

are also likely to want to configure the user interfaces for creating, querying or viewing 

instances of these data types.  The combination of the data type definitions and their 

corresponding interface settings are termed Data Classes in the CELO system.  Data Classes 

are a major component of the Data Store, a construct developed to help researchers organize 

data by grouping related data together (Figure 6C).  For example, data from separate 

experiments may be organized into separate Data Stores.  A generic CGI script generates a 

web portal for accessing data belonging to a given Data Store.  Data Stores are defined by a 

set of Data Classes and Saved Queries.  A Data Class corresponds to a laboratory-unique 

database table for storing research data and entries in the Data_Classes and 

Class_Attributes tables for specifying additional details.  These details include a brief 

description of the Data Class, user friendly labels for displaying table column names, and 

specifications of the widgets to provide users for adding or querying for items.  Queries 

composed to retrieve research data are saved in the Saved_Query and Saved_SQL tables.  

The two different tables specify queries composed using two different methods.  We call the 

queries that are saved in the Saved_Query table simple queries because users generate them 

using a simple query form that is automatically generated using metadata for a given Data 

Class.  Simple queries are easy and fast to create, yet are not very flexible.  For example, 

simple queries can only retrieve data from a single database table at one time.  The queries 
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that are saved in the Saved_SQL table, on the other hand, allow users to construct more 

complex queries such as those joining data from multiple database tables.  These advanced 

queries are more difficult and time consuming to create and require knowledge of SQL 

commands and syntax, but are much more powerful.  More details about how end users create 

and use both the simple and advanced queries will be presented in the system workflow 

chapter. 

 

In order to help labs keep track of activity within a laboratory data management system, 

entries are added to the Usage_Log table each time particular actions are performed (Figure 

6D).  Each entry contains details about the action performed such as the date and time, the 

user who performed the action, what the action was, and any additional parameters describing 

the action.  CELO provides features for querying the Usage Log and saving the query results 

into an HTML report.  Details about these saved reports, including the query parameters and 

the location of the saved HTML file, are entered in the Usage_Reports table.  The 

information in the table is used to generate an interface for users to view and retrieve the saved 

reports. 

 

Several laboratory system customizations are stored in the Lab_Settings table (Figure 6E).  

CELO defines a set of lab settings that are used to determine some aspects of the web page 

user interface that are specific to each lab.  For example, values for the settings for lab name, 

description and location determine the text to display in a laboratory’s web page banner and 

Laboratory Home Page.  Other settings include which links to include in the navigation bar, 

what information to include on the Laboratory Home Page, and color, size and spacing 

properties for displaying tables in the web pages. 
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3.4 XML Templates (Figure 3C) 

The CELO template system was developed to assist researchers with designing database 

schemas for representing research data.  Each template predefines data representations that 

labs can use for very specific research tasks.  A lab, for example, can select a template to 

automatically generate the database representation for a chemicals inventory or for an 

experimental study of the affects of various treatments on the development of a disease.  The 

aim of the template system is to help researchers without a database background define data 

representations and to foster database schema reuse and sharing, helping to make schema 

design more efficient.  Each template consists of template metadata, including a template 

name, description, author and date of creation, as well as definitions for a set of Data Classes 

and Saved Queries. 

 

The templates are written in XML (Extensible Markup Language)61, a markup language used 

to describe data in a structured format and which is becoming a standard among software 

development.  CELO CGI scripts provide interfaces for users to browse details about existing 

templates and to select a template to populate a newly created Data Store with a default set of 

Data Classes and Saved Queries.  A lab performing a study of the effects of creatine on 

cataract development in mice might, for example, select the Treatment Study template that 

defines Data Classes for Animal Subject, Treatment, and Exam.  The template XML elements 

are parsed and transformed into entries of the appropriate laboratory database tables.  A new 

table is also generated for each defined Data Classes.  A CGI script is also available to 

perform the reverse transformation using the database structure of an existing Data Store to 
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construct an XML template.  The transformations between an XML template and CELO 

laboratory database tables are illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Transformation between XML Template and Database Tables 
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... 
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The template files are organized in a hierarchical manner using a directory structure on the 

server filesystem.  A designated data file exists in each directory that describes the collection 

of templates that reside in that directory.  The CELO installation contains a set of default 

templates that are readily available for laboratories to browse and use (Figure 8).  The default 

“Inventory” collection of templates is composed of generic templates for tracking cell lines or 

for creating a library of publications relevant for a lab’s research.  These templates were 

created to demonstrate the range of functions that the system can be used for.  A second 

default template collection is called “Experiments” and contains two sub-collections for 

research areas with which we have previously worked with.  These sub-collections, 

“Ophthalmology” and “Neuroscience”, contain templates that we created using our experience 

developing systems for labs and are utilized in our system evaluation described later. 

 
 

Figure 8. Default Templates and Template Collection Hierarchy 
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3.5 Laboratory Filesystem Directories (Figure 3E) 

In addition to the laboratory database created for each laboratory that registers for a CELO 

system, a laboratory directory is also created on the server for each lab.  This directory stores a 

lab’s research data files which can include a variety of file types such as images, spreadsheets, 

and text documents.  These data files are uploaded to the CELO server by the end users 

through a web browser.  The system automatically stores and organizes the uploaded files and 

associates them with an appropriate database entry in the Files table.  The database table 

entry specifies file metadata such as its filesystem location, the original source path on the 

client’s computer, a file label, and file type.  These metadata help determine how to display a 

file item that a users requests.  Image files, for example, are displayed as images embedded in 

the web page, whereas a spreadsheet file is displayed as a link that launches a spreadsheet 

application such as Microsoft Excel as determined by the web browser.  In addition to data 

files, lab directories also contain configuration files for web display settings.  These files 

include a cascading stylesheet (CSS)62 which specifies web page display settings including 

color schemes and font styles, as well as a lab logo image file to display in the banner of each 

webpage.  The root of the directory tree created for each laboratory is located under the labs 

directory of the CELO installation and is named after the lab ID specified during registration. 
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Chapter 4: CELO Usage Workflow and System Features 

Once CELO installation and setup is complete, any lab with access to the server can register 

for a new system.  Labs will typically perform a set of steps to create, customize, and then use 

their system (Table 3).  We provide a description of each of these steps, which demonstrates 

many of the core features of the CELO system. 

 

Table 3. Typical System Workflow Steps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Register for a New System 

Many informatics solutions require researchers to install and setup the necessary software 

components for a new system before it can be used and customized for specific laboratory 

needs.  This step can require a large learning curve and be quite time consuming for someone 

without previous system administration experience.  With the CELO system, this time 

intensive installation and setup process must be performed only once, and multiple labs can 

immediately begin using its tools, without having to invest time in the same process.  In order 

to begin using the tools, a lab must merely complete a registration web form.   The form 

1 Register for a New System 
2 Log In 
3 Create User Groups and Users 
4 Create a Data Store 
5 Browse for and Use a Template 
6 Modify Data Classes 
7 Create a New Data Class 
8 Enter Items 
9 Query for Items 
10 Save a Query 
11 Save a Template 
12 View the Usage Log 
13 Customizing Web Display Settings 
14 Log Out 
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contains input fields requesting information such as the lab name, description, unique 

identifier, and information about a designated contact person (Figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 9. Laboratory Registration Page 
 

When the web form is submitted, a new laboratory database and filesystem directory are 

automatically created on the CELO server.  Particular laboratory system settings stored in the 

database, such as the laboratory name and description, default to values specified in the 

registration form.  Each laboratory’s customized web page can then be accessed by requesting 
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CELO CGI scripts with the cx_lab parameter set to the laboratory’s id.  The cx_lab 

parameter indicates to CELO to connect to the appropriate lab database.  Settings stored in the 

database dictate the content and appearance of each dynamically generated web page (Figure 

10). 

 

 

Figure 10. Laboratory Main Page 
 

4.2 Log In 

CELO implements a permissions system in order to allow laboratories to control who has 

access to particular features of their system.  Most labs, for example, will not want to allow 

every user to be able to change the lab system’s configuration settings.  User Groups and 

Users are two key components of the CELO permissions system.  When a laboratory 
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successfully registers for a system, two default User Groups are automatically created: the 

Administrator User Group and the Public User Group.  The Administrator User Group has 

system wide permissions by default.  The contact person specified in the registration page is 

automatically created as a user in the Administrator User Group.  This user, therefore, can log 

in to the laboratory system by selecting the Log In link in the lab web site’s navigation bar and 

entering the user name and password specified during registration.  Once the user is logged in 

to the system, the user’s name will appear at the foot of each web page, and the Log In link 

will switch to Log Out.  This user with Administrator privileges can then access a variety of 

tools for performing actions such as viewing and editing items in the database, as well as 

configuring the system for the laboratory’s custom needs (Figure 11).  The Public User Group 

defines permissions for any user who is not logged in to the system.  A Public user by default 

has permissions to view items in the laboratory database, but cannot edit items nor configure 

the system.  An administrator can easily modify the default permissions for these two User 

Groups that are automatically generated by CELO. 
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Figure 11. User Log In 
 

4.3 Create User Groups and Users 

One of the features a logged in Administrator has access to is a tool to create customized User 

Groups and Users.  User Groups are defined by a name, such as “Research Scientist”, and a 

set of permissions, such as “View Items” and “Edit Items”.  Users are created, assigned to a 

particular User Group and, when logged in, have access to the features defined by their User 

Group (Figure 12).  This customizable permissions system helps laboratories control who has 

access to certain system features, serving as a valuable security feature and facilitating custom 

needs for sharing data within a research collaboration.  
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Figure 12. Create Users and User Groups 
 

4.4 Create a Data Store 

Data Stores are a concept created for the CELO system to help labs keep related research 

together without being cluttered by other non-related data also stored in the laboratory 

database.  For example, a lab might want to create separate Data Stores to manage data 

collected from different experiments.  Any User with the appropriate permissions can create 

Data Stores for organizing research data.  Data associated with each Data Store can be 

accessed and configured through a dedicated web page.  Users with the appropriate 
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permissions will be able to use a link on the Laboratory Main Page in order to create a new 

Data Store.  The user will be prompted to enter a Data Store name, nickname and description 

(Figure 13).  The nickname is a 2-6 character alphanumeric string that is used as a database 

table prefix to help differentiate the tables created for each Data Store.  

 

 

Figure 13. Create New Data Store 
 

4.5 Browse for and Use a Template 

In order for researchers to start entering data into their database system, they first must define 

how their research data is represented in the database.  CELO uses the concept of a Data Class 

for defining these representations.  An experiment studying the effects of various treatments 

for a particular disease, for example, might be represented by Data Classes for Animal 

Subjects, Treatments, and Exams.   Once a Data Store has been created, the user will be given 
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an option to define a new Data Class from scratch or to use an existing template to define the 

Data Classes that make up the Data Store.  If a template exists that well describes the type of 

data that need to be stored, such as data collected through a specific type of experiment, using 

a template is the easier and more efficient method for creating Data Classes.  The available 

templates can be browsed by navigating through the hierarchical tree of template collections.  

To assist users with selecting an appropriate template, users can view template details such as 

the name, description, author, authoring organization, date created, and a list of Data Classes 

and Queries defined by the template (Figure 14).  Once a template is selected and used, the 

template defined Data Classes and Queries are automatically generated and associated with 

the newly created Data Store. 
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Figure 14. Browse Templates 
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4.6 Modify Data Classes 

Templates can help researchers create a database schema for representing certain research 

data, but they may not exactly fit the specific needs of the laboratory.  A template might define 

an Animal Subject Data Class, for example, with attributes for date of birth and sex, but not 

including an attribute for weight, which might be an important characteristic to record for a 

specific experiment.  Researchers can therefore easily modify the Animal Subject Data Class 

generated by a template to include a new attribute for weight.  Configuration tools additionally 

allow researchers to modify the attribute properties associated with any Data Class.  Attribute 

properties include the label, description, data type, widgets to use for adding, editing or 

querying, and flags indicating if an attribute value is required, must be unique, or should be 

included in the label for an item (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Modify Data Class 
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4.7 Create a new Data Class 

Even after a template has been used to generate a pre-defined set of Data Classes, new Data 

Classes can still be added.  A lab may want to do this, for example, if a template specifies 

definitions for Animal Subject, Treatment, and Exam Data Classes to store data for an 

experiment, but does not include a Data Class definition for another object, such as Image, 

that is also critical for the experiment.  New Data Classes must be created from scratch; with 

details such as the name, description, and attribute properties explicitly defined using the web 

interface (Figure 16).  Although the researchers themselves understand their data the best, this 

task can still be challenging without any data modeling background.  A particularly tricky 

aspect of creating a Data Class from scratch is selecting the data types for each attribute.  An 

understanding of the basic database types and of relational links between Data Classes may 

require a substantial learning curve. 
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Figure 16. Create New Data Class 
 

4.8 Enter Items 

After a laboratory is satisfied with the Data Classes that represent a set of research data, items 

can be entered into the database.  CELO provides two different interfaces for entering items: 

an interface for entering a single item and an interface for entering multiple items.  To enter 

multiple items at once, the user specifies the number of items to add and a web form similar to 
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a spreadsheet format is automatically generated.  Entering multiple items at once can help 

improve the efficiency of data entry. 

 

The web forms generated for entering data are composed using the properties of each attribute 

for the specified Data Class.  A combination of the data type and the specified edit widget for 

each attribute determine how the input fields are displayed to the user.  For example, if the 

data type is enum(‘M’,’F’) and the widget specified is radio_group, then a group of two 

radio buttons with values M and F is displayed (Figure 17). 

 

 

Figure 17. Create New Item 
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4.9 Query for Items 

It can be a challenge, especially with large data sets, for researchers to easily and efficiently 

find particular research data items.  A critical feature of laboratory informatics solutions is 

therefore the ability to query for data.  CELO utilizes relational database technology which 

benefits from powerful SQL queries.  Two interfaces are provided to users for generating 

queries into the database.  The simple query interface is a simple web form that allows users to 

specify attribute constraints for finding items belonging to a single Data Class (Figure 18).  

Similar to the create item web forms, this interface is constructed using the attribute properties 

of the Data Class.  The interface hides the complexities of the SQL query statements which 

can be time consuming to construct and difficult for novice database users to understand. 
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Figure 18. Simple Query Interface 
 

The simple query interface may be an efficient and user friendly method for finding research 

data, but the types of queries it can construct is very limited.  In order allow researchers to 

perform more flexible queries, an advanced query interface is also available.  This interface 

provides tools for viewing the underlying database schema that is associated with Data Classes 

such that researchers familiar with database programming can directly compose SQL SELECT 

statements (Figure 19).  This querying method can generate more complex data views that 

can, for example, combine data from multiple Data Classes or return the results of various 

mathematical operations on certain data values. 
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Figure 19. Advanced Query Interface 
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When a SQL statement is submitted, the system displays the results in a formatted web table.  

Special processing is used for displaying values for columns with certain reserved names. A 

column name of oid, for example, will not display the actual oid value, but instead a link to 

the item with the corresponding oid value. 

 

The two different querying methods, simple and advanced, were developed in an attempt to 

provide the end users with options of varying balances of the trade-offs between usability and 

flexibility. 

4.10 Save a Query 

Researchers may find that certain queries need to be performed frequently.  These queries can 

be saved for future access such that they do not need to be recreated each time they need to be 

run.  Users can save a query from the query results page by simply selecting the “floppy disc” 

save icon that should be familiar to most computer users.  The user will be prompted to 

specify a query name, description, and User Group permissions for viewing and editing the 

query.  Saved queries are displayed on the Data Store’s Home Page as a link that can be easily 

selected to execute the query (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Save a Query 
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4.11 Save a Template 

Laboratories may want to reuse the structure of a Data Store that captures the data of a 

research area effectively.  A lab might, for example, perform multiple different experiments 

which generate very similar types of data sets.  In this scenario, researchers can save the data 

representations they have defined for one experiment and then efficiently regenerate the same 

representation for a similar experiment.  Modifications to the template representation can be 

easily made as necessary.  A laboratory might also want to share a Data Store definition with 

other laboratories performing similar research in order to encourage consistency or simply to 

help fellow researchers.  Laboratories can accomplish these tasks by saving the Data Class and 

Query definitions of a Data Store as an XML template.  Logged in laboratory Administrators 

can save a Data Store as a template through a link provided in the tools section of the Data 

Store Home Page.  The Administrator will be prompted for a template name and description.  

Other template details, such as the date created, author, and authoring organization will be 

automatically generated.  Once the template has been created, the user can then select the 

appropriate template collection into which to place the new template, with an option to create 

a new collection.  Any other laboratory with access to the CELO server can then view the new 

template details and use the template to assist in the definition of Data Stores (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21. Save a Template 
 

4.12 View the Usage Log 

Another useful feature of the CELO system is the ability to monitor activity within the 

laboratory system.  This tool helps labs track which system features are being used, how 

frequently they are being used, and which users are using them.  Messages are logged to a 

usage log each time a particular action is performed.  Users with permissions to view the 

usage log can access the log using a link provided in the tools section of the Laboratory Home 

Page.  A summary of usage table lists the number of times each of the monitored actions has 
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been performed and gives an idea of how often the various features of the system are being 

used.  The number of items currently entered in the database by Data Class is also provided 

and helps researchers determine the size of their database. 

 

 

Figure 22. View Usage Log 
 

Advanced features of the usage log include a method for querying for log entries.  The user 

can specify, for example, a date range, a User ID, or a subset of actions to find usage messages 

for.  The query results can be saved as an HTML formatted Usage Report that can be accessed 
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through a Usage Archives page for future reference.  Another useful feature is the ability to 

clear the usage log.  When clearing the usage log, the user is given the option to save the log 

to a comma separated value file before clearing it.  These logs saved to file can be viewed or 

downloaded through the Usage Archives page for future reference.  The new log start date is 

displayed with the usage summary statistics such that users can more accurately estimate 

system activity using the message counts. 

4.13 Customizing Web Display Settings 

The web page for every laboratory will, by default, use the same coloring scheme and font 

styles.  Each laboratory, however, might want to customize these display settings in order to 

more easily distinguish its web page from other labs.  In order to do this, a user with 

permissions to edit the display settings must simply use the configuration tools to specify new 

color codes and font names and sizes.  Laboratories can also choose to replace the default 

CELO logo displayed in the banner at the top of each web page with a unique lab logo (Figure 

23). 
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Figure 23. Customized Web Page Display Settings 
 

4.14 Log Out 

To complete a session using the system, a user logs out using the Log Out link on the web 

page navigation bar.  The user will no longer have access to the features of the system defined 

by the user’s User Group permissions.  Any further activity within the system will be 

considered to be performed by a generic Public user.  Features that are available to this user 

are determined by the permissions assigned to the Public User Group which, by default, only 

include read access features.  Web links to features for adding new items into the database, for 

example, will be grayed out.  This functionality gives labs some control over what aspects of 

their database are available to the general public. 
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Chapter 5:  Evaluation 

CELO was designed with consideration of the nine system requirements that we identified 

based on our review of existing informatics solutions and our experiences building laboratory 

data management systems as discussed in Chapter 2.  Our hypothesis is that CELO is able to 

efficiently build data management systems that meet the specific needs of biomedical 

laboratories.  In order to test this hypothesis, we have used CELO to recreate existing systems 

that we have already built for particular research labs.  The advantage of this evaluation 

approach is that we have a solid understanding of the needs of these research labs, we can 

easily identify system features that are most valuable to the labs, and we can compare the 

development times of these features between the original and recreated systems.  Furthermore, 

we can perform the evaluation without adversely impacting the labs by needing to get 

extensive input from them.  For each of the three laboratories we have previously worked with 

that we used in our evaluation, we provide a brief description of the lab’s research efforts and 

its specific informatics needs.  For each of the major features of the original systems, we 

discuss how well we were able to recreate the feature using CELO and discuss any notable 

differences in development time.  In our evaluation, we also assess how important each of the 

nine system requirements is for the systems being recreated.  This assessment both helps to 

validate our selection of core requirements and also helps indicate whether CELO is an 

appropriate informatics solution for each lab. 

  

We recognize that the design decisions we made when developing CELO may have been 

biased due to our experiences working on informatics solutions for particular labs.  It is 

therefore important to evaluate the generalizability of the system by creating data management 
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systems for laboratories we have not yet worked with.  We describe the research focus and 

data management needs for one such lab, and describe how CELO was used to generate an 

informatics solution.  Our evaluation includes a discussion of the needs that were met, the 

needs that were unable to be met, and the efficiency with which the features were 

implemented.  Although an evaluation of one additional laboratory provides some insight on 

the generalizability of the system, we recognize that a much larger scale evaluation needs to 

be performed.  We therefore also describe our future evaluation plans and how these plans will 

help drive improvements for future versions of the system. 

5.1 The Eye Lab Image Repository 

The Eye Lab is a lab in the University of Washington’s Department of Biological Structure led 

by Dr. John Clark.  The lab performs research on factors affecting the development of 

cataracts, one of the leading causes of blindness in the world.  Some experimental studies 

performed by the lab involve examining the progressive changes in lens opacification in 

transgenic mice48, 49.  In order to analyze the spatial and temporal variations in lens phenotype, 

enormous sets of digital images and related data are collected.  Organizing and analyzing such 

large numbers of mouse eye images becomes a challenging and time consuming task22. 

 

In order to address the data management needs of the lab, we developed a web-based image 

repository using the WIRM toolkit described earlier.  We worked closely with the lab in order 

to design the database schema for representing experiment data.  Multiple custom Perl scripts 

were developed on top of the existing WIRM framework to implement features to help the 

Eye Lab researchers organize and analyze their image data.  The Eye Lab has used the system 

to store data for three experiments, including over a thousand images and profiles for over a 
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hundred mouse subjects.  We were able to use CELO to recreate several of the features of this 

original image repository.  One of the original system’s more unique features developed by 

request of the lab members could not be recreated, demonstrating the importance of the 

plugins for customization system requirement that CELO does not currently satisfy. 

Controlling User Access 

The Eye Lab members wanted the data in the lab database to be public such that collaborators 

and others interested in the lab’s research could easily view research data without having to 

log in to the system.  They also, however, wanted to ensure that only researchers of the Eye 

Lab would be able to add or edit items in the database.  In order to implement this 

functionality, the original Eye Lab image repository utilized the WIRM framework for 

controlling user access.  This framework used a pre-defined set of user groups that users were 

to be assigned to.  User group access to system functions was then hard-coded into each 

custom script.  CELO, on the other hand, uses a configurable permissions system that allow 

users to define their own user groups and assign a set of accessible system features to each 

user group.  CELO is therefore able to control user access like the original system while 

providing users with more flexibility to modify the permissions. 

Organizing Data from Separate Experiments 

The Eye Lab must manage data from multiple experiments.  In order to help the researchers 

organize the data from these separate experiments, we designed an Experiment object for the 

original Eye Lab Image Repository.  Separate sets of data can be created for each 

Experiment,and researchers can access the data entered for each experiment through different 
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web pages.  For example, users can access data for the “Huntington Mice Study” and the 

“Cataract ID” study through separate dedicated web pages. 

 

The Experiment object defined for the original Eye Lab system is equivalent to the Data Store 

object of CELO.  Both are used to organize related data into separate groups, such that adding, 

viewing, and finding data is not complicated by the clutter of non-related data.  The 

Experiment object was defined by an experiment name, hypothesis, researcher list, and date 

range.  Data Stores, on the other hand, are more generic and are only defined by a name and 

description.  While less descriptive, Data Stores allow laboratories to create groups of data to 

define experiments as well as for other purposes. For example, a Data Store can also represent 

an electronic library for laboratory publications.  An advantage of the more detailed 

Experiment representation is it would make features involving retrieval or organization by 

experiment properties such as hypothesis or date easier to implement.  Features such as this, 

however, are not currently in our plans for future work. 

Defining Representations of Data 

The original Eye Lab Image Repository provided the researchers with interfaces for defining 

custom data types.  The data types that the Eye Lab members created for representing three 

experiments were very similar to each other, with similar definitions for objects like 

Treatment, Animal Subject, and Image.  We used these data types to define one of the default 

XML templates for the CELO system.  Recreating the representations for the three 

experiments, therefore, simply required selecting this template and making minor 

modifications to the generated Data Classes.  Although CELO includes a web interface similar 
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to the original Eye Lab system for defining data types, using the template was much easier and 

more efficient for this task. 

Creating and Viewing Items 

A critical feature of the original Eye Lab Image Repository is its support for adding image 

files into the database.  The system allows researchers to use their web browsers to upload 

mouse eye image files that they need to analyze along with properties related to each image, 

such as the age of the mouse in the photo and the type of camera filter used for the photo.  The 

system stores and organizes the files on the server and allows users to retrieve images based 

on image properties.  When the user views an image item, the system processes the database 

entries to display the image thumbnail along with image property details.  Because the CELO 

system also uses the WIRM code base, it can utilize the WIRM features for handling image 

files and therefore is able to provide similar support for creating and viewing the Eye Lab 

images. 

Finding Images 

Being able to quickly find particular mouse eye images is a valuable feature of the original 

Eye Lab image repository.  The system provides a web interface in which users can simply 

specify certain image property constraints; for example, images for mice at 2 months of age.  

The system will return a table listing matching results, displaying image thumbnails along 

with associated image properties.  CELO provides a very similar querying interface to the 

original system.  It also, however, provides a more powerful querying feature that allows users 

to directly construct SQL queries.  The feature can generate views of data that join 
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information from multiple tables, such as a list of images along with associated animal subject 

and treatment data. (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24. Eye Lab Image Repository Advanced Query 
 

Creating Image Matrices for Image Comparison and Analysis 

The Eye Lab researchers probably consider the most valuable feature of the original image 

repository to be its ability to automatically generate the image matrices for comparing images.  

A simple user interface allows users to specify image constraints and to select which image 
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fields to use as the columns and rows of the image matrix.  We were not able to recreate this 

feature using CELO.  The inability of the CELO-generated system to provide this valuable 

lab-specific feature demonstrates the importance of the plugins for customization requirement.  

The ability to integrate a custom-built feature into the base CELO system would greatly 

improve the utility of the system. 

 

5.2 The Cortical Stimulation Mapping Database 

Dr. George Ojemann of the University of Washington’s Department of Neurological Surgery 

leads several studies for mapping language related areas of the brain using direct cortical 

stimulation in patients undergoing awake brain surgery.  These cortical stimulation mapping 

(CSM) studies are performed on patients during presurgical treatments for intractable 

epilepsy.  Electrical current is applied directly to areas of the cortex, and patients are observed 

while performing various language related tasks in order to determine language related areas63-

65. 

 

We developed the CSM Database to help the researchers manage data about patients, 

surgeries, study trials, and brain images.  The interface of the system was also designed to 

facilitate experiment workflow management, directing users through a series of interfaces for 

viewing or entering data.  The system navigates the user through viewing or creating a patient, 

to the patient’s associated surgeries of imaging studies, to various data associated with these 

objects, to finally generate enough information to be used as input to a custom brain 

visualization application.  The original CSM Database was developed over the course of seven 

years using the WIRM toolkit as a base.  Using CELO, we were able to partially recreate 
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many of the major features of the original system very efficiently.  We were unfortunately 

only able to evaluate the viewing and retrieval features of the original system because we were 

unable to obtain system editing privileges due to the sensitive nature of the data being stored 

in the database.  Our comparison of the original and recreated systems based only on the 

viewing and retrieval features still illustrate many of the strengths and weaknesses of the 

CELO system. 

Controlling User Access 

The CSM study has unique security needs due to the sensitive information stored in the 

database about human patients.  Although identifying data such as name and date of birth were 

intentionally not included in the database, the researchers wanted to ensure confidentiality by 

allowing only some system users to have access to database tables with sensitive information.  

The original CSM database, like the Eye Lab image repository, implements user access 

control to particular features by hard coding User Group checks in the appropriate places of 

every CGI script.  CELO, on the other hand, allows researchers to configure permissions using 

a web tool offering a pre-defined set of access options, such as viewing or editing items.  The 

drawback of this customization feature is that the control of access permissions is not as 

flexible.  CELO, therefore, was unable to recreate the unique user access control of the 

original CSM database.  Because the original system hard-coded permissions into its scripts, 

there was more flexibility in the types of features to control access to.   
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Defining Representations of Data 

Research data are represented using about 30 interrelated tables in the original CSM database, 

representing diverse object types from patients to cortical stimulation sites.  We created one of 

the default CELO templates based on this existing database schema.  Defining representations 

of data for the recreated CSM database system was therefore as simple as selecting the 

appropriate template.  All the tables and necessary relationships were automatically generated, 

and the web interfaces for creating, editing and querying items were immediately ready for 

use.  Use of the template feature to define research data representations was effective, simple, 

and efficient. 

Creating and Viewing Items 

Many custom user interfaces were developed for the original CSM database.  For example, a 

web interface for viewing details about a patient displayed only a subset of patient properties 

and grouped together other properties into distinct rows.  This formatting was specifically 

designed such that researchers could easily scan the page to comprehend the patient data.  

CELO was able to capture some aspects of the interface customizations, such as displaying 

user friendly labels for attributes corresponding to database table columns.  The interface 

configuration options, however, were unable to recreate some of the valuable characteristics of 

the original interfaces.  The generic two column table for displaying attribute values in the 

CELO-generated system, for example, is more difficult to quickly scan than the original 

interface (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25. CSM Database Comparison for Viewing Patient Item 
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Our evaluation has also identified several other interfaces which CELO could not recreate.  

One example is the list of stimulation sites that is displayed for a given surgery.  The original 

CSM database provides details for each surgical stimulation site such as the site label, 

associated grid stimulation sites, and whether the site has any corresponding trials.  Retrieving 

details such as these for the stimulation site list requires a set of custom queries.  The 

equivalent CELO stimulation site list only displays the site label and cannot be configured to 

show additional information (Figure 26). 

Access to Data 

The main menu of the original CSM database contains links to webpages in which users can 

browse a list of study patients.  The Patient List page displays patient information such as the 

patient ID, type, research number, exam number, age, sex, and verbal IQ (VIQ).  One 

complexity of the Patient List is that users not logged in to the system (Public users) can only 

view a subset of the patients in the database.  An equivalent to the Patient List can be easily 

created in the CELO-generated system using the advanced query feature.  The feature allows 

users to construct a SQL statement for retrieving patient data joined with data from related 

tables such as Exam.  The SQL query can be saved and made viewable only to particular user 

groups.  A similar SQL query that returns only public patients (public attribute set to 1) can 

also be created and saved for only Public users to view.  The Patient List feature of the CSM 

database can therefore be effectively recreated using the CELO web tools. 

 

A second link is also available from the CSM database main menu for viewing a more 

extensive set of data related to each patient.  The Patient Status page provides the same details 

as the Patient List along with additional information such as the number of scenes, study trials, 
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and photos associated with each patient.  This detailed list of information must be constructed 

using the results from multiple related queries.  CELO only supports displaying results 

returned from a single SQL query and therefore cannot recreate the Patient Status page. 

System Navigation 

Navigation through the original CSM database begins with the list of patients which links to 

items associated with a particular patient, such as surgeries and imaging studies, continues 

with data associated with these objects, and so on and so forth.  This drilldown design for 

viewing items in the database allows users to navigate through the system in a logical manner.  

A similar drilldown navigation scheme was constructed in CELO by setting options such that 

data access must begin with a Patient item, with other items accessible only through links 

generated through Data Class relationships. 

 

Although CELO can recreate the CSM database functionality for navigating down the object 

hierarchy, it does not support the same functionality for navigating back up the hierarchy.  The 

original system, for example, provides links for users to easily navigate from a stimulation site 

list back up to either the patient or surgery item.  The CELO interface, on the other hand, does 

not provide links to return to the patient or surgery, nor does it even indicate the patient from 

which the stimulation site originated.  This makes navigation through the system more 

difficult and confusing for users (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26. CSM Database Comparison for Stimulation Site List 
 

Visual Brain Mapper Application 

In addition to all the specialized navigation features and interfaces, the CSM database contains 

several other features unique to the CSM studies.  One of these features is the integration of 
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the Visual Brain Mapper (VBM) application19.  This application requires an input file that is 

generated from a very specific set of data with certain value restrictions that have been created 

for a patient.  The VBM uses the input file to generate a set of brain scenes and maps for the 

patient.  The CSM database coordinates the various steps required for successful execution of 

the VBM.  Such complex and domain specific functionality can only be accomplished through 

the creation of custom scripts.  Support for the VBM is not generalizable and would therefore 

not be an appropriate feature for a system like CELO.  The value of being able to integrate 

custom scripts for supporting the VBM in the CSM database, however, demonstrates how 

critical the system requirement for plugins can be. 

5.3 Single Unit Recording Database 

Dr. George Ojemann also works closely with Dr. David Corina of the University of 

Washington’s Department of Neurological Surgery to perform Single Unit Recording (SUR) 

studies.  Similar to the CSM studies, data are collected during awake neurosurgery in patients 

undergoing surgical treatment for epilepsy.  In contrast to the CSM studies, the SUR studies 

use microelectrodes to measure extracellular recordings of single neurons in the brain.  The 

electrical activity of different neurons is monitored as the patients are given a series of tasks.  

Such studies attempt to identify neurons that participate in various cognitive tasks.  Explicit 

memory, for example, is studied by presenting the patients with a number of trials testing 

recent memory of auditory words, nameable object pictures, or text words63, 64, 66-68. 

 

A current biomedical informatics graduate student, Hao Li, has developed a prototype system 

to manage SUR study data including details about patients, surgeries, protocols, trials, 

neurons, and electrodes.  Various data files, such as timestamp files and neuron firing files are 
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also managed and associated with related data.  The prototype SUR Experiment Management 

System (EMS) was created using a system under development that automatically transforms 

an ontological representation of research data into a web-based relational database system69.  

The prototype SUR Experiment Management System was designed in close collaboration with 

the researchers performing the SUR studies.  Using CELO, we were able to recreate the 

majority of the features of the prototype system with some minor user interface differences. 

Defining Representations of Data 

The original SUR database schema was developed with a thorough understanding of the 

research by working directly with the end users, the researchers themselves.  As with the Eye 

Lab image repository and the CSM database, we used the existing schema to create a default 

template for single cell recording studies.  Defining database representations for the SUR data 

in our recreated system, therefore, simply required selecting this template to automatically 

generate the appropriate tables and relationships.  This demonstrates again how the CELO 

template system can provide an easy and efficient method for defining data representations. 

Access to Data 

Access to data in the original prototype SUR Experiment Management System begins at the 

main menu.  The main menu contains links to browse existing patients, create a new patient, 

browse existing events, and to view the experiment model.  The functions of each of these 

links were easily recreated using the configuration options of the CELO system.  For example, 

a link to browse all of the existing patients was created by constructing a simple query for 

Patient items, specifying no query constraints.  Although the features of the original SUR 

system’s main menu can be easily recreated using CELO, a minor drawback of the recreated 
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version is that the data access options are not explicitly listed in a menu format and therefore 

may be more confusing to users (Figure 27). 

Creating and Viewing Items 

As noted earlier, the features for browsing the list of Patients and Events differs slightly 

between the original and recreated versions of SUR database.  One minor difference is that the 

original system, for example, displays only 10 items at a time.  A more notable difference 

between the interfaces is how each system handles displaying associated item instances of 

multiple cardinality.  Patients, for example, can have multiple Surgeries associated with them.  

The Patient profiles in the original system displays a list of each of the surgeries associated 

with the patient.  The item profile interface for CELO, on the other hand, simply provides a 

link to a list of the surgeries associated with the patient.  This same approach of providing a 

link to a list of associated items is taken in the original CSM database and is appropriate for 

certain sets of research data.  The original SUR database’s approach, however, may provide a 

friendlier browsing environment for other sets of data, and CELO is not currently able to 

recreate its interface design. 
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Figure 27. SUR Database Comparison for Accessing Data 
 

Query Electrode Neuron by Patient 

Along with each patient profile in the original SUR database is a link for listing all electrodes 

associated with that patient.  Determining this association requires following table 
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relationships starting from the Patient, going to the patient’s surgeries, continuing to each of 

these surgeries’ trial protocols, and finally ending with the electrodes associated with the trial 

protocols.  CELO does not support a method for including this type of query in each patient 

profile page.  The view item interface of CELO by default only provides the attribute values of 

that item and a link to a list of items that are directly associated with it.  Any distant 

associations implied by multi-table relationships can only be viewed by following the 

appropriate links to navigate down the object hierarchy.  The query electrode by patient link is 

a unique feature of the original SUR database that CELO is currently unable to recreate. 

5.4 Protein Interaction Study 

Dr.Richard Morrison of the University of Washington’s Department of Neurological Surgery 

performs research that focuses on neuronal damage due to injury or disease such as stroke, 

seizures, AIDS and neurogenerative diseases.  One research study performed by the lab was a 

proteome analysis study of neuronal death using mass spectrometry technologies70.  Dr. 

Morrison is now spearheading a research effort that will use methods similar to those used for 

the proteome analysis and that will require a collaboration of multiple laboratories.  The goal 

of the protein interaction project is to integrate data collected from proteomics, genomics, and 

animal model studies performed in multiple labs, as well as information from public protein 

binding and publication databases.  To help manage the integration of all these data, Dr. 

Morrison envisions a set of graphical tools that will allow researchers to visualize the strength 

of evidence for particular protein binding partners and to easily access related data.  Before 

these tools can be created, the collaborating laboratories must first be able to store and 

organize their proteomics data into a database that can be easily accessed by other 

participating laboratories.  We have used CELO to create a prototype system that will satisfy 
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this informatics need.  We describe how we used the customization tools to build the features 

of the system and discuss the benefits and drawbacks of the resulting product. 

Defining Representations of Data 

Unlike the Eye Lab, CSM studies, and SUR studies for which pre-existing data management 

systems were used as models to build a CELO-based system, the protein interaction study 

required a system to be designed and developed for the first time.  To allow us to define the 

database representation of data, the lab researchers provided us with a sample spreadsheet of 

data that needed to be managed.  The spreadsheet listed two example cell sample preparations 

along with a list of proteins likely to exist within the samples as determined by mass 

spectrometry analysis.  Along with a list of alternate names for a protein, two links to the 

protein entries in public databases, AmiGO71 and UniProt72,  were specified.  A list of peptides 

identified by mass spectrometry analysis, along with parameters that indicate the certainty of 

the identification, is also associated with each protein for the sample. 

 

Because we had not created a default CELO template for this new type of study being 

managed, we had to define the Data Classes from scratch.  Naturally, we defined Data Classes 

to represent Sample, Protein and Peptide.  After entering some items into the database, 

however, we realized that the research data would be better represented using a slightly 

different database schema.  We therefore used the web tools to modify an existing Data Class 

and to add a new Data Class.  Unfortunately, the modification resulted in a loss of data, 

requiring us to re-enter some data.  The process proved to be inefficient, demonstrating the 

value of a schema evolution mechanism that can automatically move existing data between 
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tables.  This scenario emphasizes why our system requirement for features to facilitate 

evolution of data representations is so critical. 

 

Once we were satisfied with the defined data representations for the Protein Interaction study, 

we saved the definitions as a CELO template.  The schema reuse benefit of the template 

system is highlighted by the goals of the Protein Interaction study.  The study involves a 

collaboration of laboratories, each of which will likely need to manage proteomics data similar 

to that recorded in the spreadsheet we were provided.  These laboratories can now simply use 

the template that we created to represent their research data and will not suffer from the same 

mistakes that we did when defining the Data Classes from scratch. 

Creating and Viewing Items 

The user interfaces generated by CELO for creating items in the Protein Interaction database 

were easy to use and understand.  The feature for entering multiple items on one page was 

useful for increasing the efficiency of entering data specified in the provided spreadsheet.  

Limitations of the interface for entering multiple items included the inability to use the arrow 

keys to navigate through the various input fields and the inability to copy and paste multiple 

cells from a spreadsheet to fill the values of multiple input fields.  A feature to upload and 

parse a spreadsheet of data in order to automatically populate a database would also have been 

valuable to facilitate data entry in this scenario.  Features similar to this were requested by the 

users of the Eye Lab image repository and the CSM database.  This observation suggests that 

it may be a common need among laboratories to improve the efficiency of data entry for these 

database systems and to reduce the duplication of work already performed recording data into 

spreadsheets. 
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CELO’s predefined URL data type was a valuable feature for creating the Protein Interaction 

system.  Two of the attributes for the Protein Data Class specified URL links to public protein 

databases.  The user interface generated for creating new Protein items automatically 

displayed input fields relevant for the two URL type attributes.  Users were provided two text 

boxes for specifying a URL item: one to enter a URL link label and the other to enter the 

actual URL web address.  CELO then also performs special formatting to display URL 

attribute types such that when users view Protein items, the URL labels are displayed as links 

that can be followed to the public protein database websites. 

 

The Protein Interaction data management system that we built also provides researchers with 

the ability to perform some useful queries.  Users can, for example, list all the proteins 

identified in a sample, find all the samples that a particular protein was identified in, or display 

all the peptides identified in a sample.  The nature of the protein interaction study data, 

however, reveals a weakness of the querying system.  The results of a query are displayed in a 

rigid format and users have few options for customizing the formatting for their specific 

needs.  The researchers of the protein interaction study, for example, used indentation within 

their spreadsheet in order to clearly express which proteins were identified in a sample and 

which peptides were associated with each of these proteins.  The CELO query results that 

provide the same information, however, are displayed in a default format that makes it more 

difficult for users to quickly comprehend the data.  The results table displayed without 

indentations, for example, less clearly delineates a set of peptides associated with one protein 

from a set of peptides associated with the next protein (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28. Protein Interaction Study Data Formatting Comparison 
 

5.5 Future Evaluation Plans 

The CELO based data management systems built for the Eye Lab, Cortical Stimulation 

Mapping (CSM), Single Unit Recording (SUR), and Protein Interaction studies demonstrate 

the range of informatics needs that CELO is able to satisfy.  These four examples, however, 
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still do not sufficiently represent a wide range of biomedical research areas to validate the 

generalizability of the system.  We have also not yet directly evaluated the effectiveness of 

CELO’s distributed resource model approach or whether the system has effectively provided 

tools for researchers to build their own data management systems.  Another critical aspect of 

software system evaluation we plan to perform is a formal study of end user satisfaction. 

 

Our future evaluation plans involve introducing the system to additional laboratories in need 

of informatics solutions.  The greater number of laboratories the system is tested in, the better 

we will be able to evaluate its generalizability and to identify new features that will improve 

its generalizability.  Instead of using CELO to create systems for these additional laboratories 

ourselves, we will ask the researchers to build their own systems.  A formal evaluation will 

utilize surveys and interviews to assess the system’s usability, its ability to meet the 

researchers’ needs, and a general sense of end user satisfaction.  A potential issue with 

CELO’s distributed resource model is whether laboratories feel secure about storing data on a 

remote server that is shared with other laboratories.  Another concern with the resource 

sharing design is how well the server can handle high volume simultaneous access.  The trade-

offs between the cost of laboratory data management systems and the performance of these 

systems should be investigated.  Our future evaluations must address these issues.  

5.6 Summary of Evaluation Results 

We evaluated CELO by using its web-based tools to recreate three existing data management 

systems we have previously built and to create a new system for a laboratory we had not 

previously worked with.  The evaluation demonstrated that our hypothesis was satisfied 

relatively well, with CELO able to implement various features of data management systems 
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very efficiently.  The evaluation, however, also revealed that CELO was not able to meet all of 

the informatics needs of laboratories.  As might be expected, many of the more complex or 

unique features of the original systems could not be replicated. 

 

The evaluation also showed that CELO was able to recreate some of the existing laboratory 

data management systems more completely than others.  Note in the “Replicated” column of 

Table 4 that most of the major features of The Eye Lab Image Repository, SUR database and 

Protein Interaction study could be completely implemented using CELO.  All of the major 

features of the CSM database, on the other hand, could only be partially implemented.  For 

example, although an interface for viewing Patient items was efficiently implemented using 

CELO, the exact formatting used for the original CSM database could not be replicated.  Also 

note that three of the systems used for the evaluation contained at least one unique feature that 

could not be recreated by CELO at all.  For example, the automatically generated image 

matrices of the Eye Lab Image Repository and support for the Visual Brain Mapper 

application of the CSM database could not be implemented by CELO.  This evaluation result 

demonstrates the importance of supporting the system requirement for plugins for custom 

features. 

 

A major strength of the CELO system demonstrated by the evaluation is the system’s ability 

to implement features efficiently.  The “Implementation Time” column of Table 4 

demonstrates that nearly all the major features of the original systems that could be recreated 

by CELO were very efficiently developed.  This suggests that laboratory data management 

systems can be quickly built and customized using the CELO system tools. 
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Table 4. Summary of Evaluation Results: Implementing Major Features 
 

Feature Replicated Implementation Time 
Eye Lab Image Repository 

Controlling User Access ++ ++ 
Organizing Data from Separate 
Experiments 

++ ++ 

Defining Representations of Data ++ ++ 
Creating and Viewing Items ++ ++ 
Finding Images ++ ++ 
Creating Image Matrices for 
Image Comparison and Analysis 

  

The Cortical Stimulation Mapping Database 
Controlling User Access + ++ 
Defining Representations of Data + ++ 
Creating and Viewing Items + ++ 
Access to Data + + 
System Navigation + ++ 
Visual Brain Mapper Application   

Single Unit Recording Database 
Defining Representations of Data ++ ++ 
Access to Data ++ ++ 
Creating and Viewing Items + ++ 
Query Electrode Neuron by 
Patient 

  

Protein Interaction Study 
Defining Representations of Data ++ + 
Creating and Viewing Items + ++ 

 

Our evaluation also assessed the importance of each of the nine system requirements for each 

of the four laboratories that we created a CELO system for.  This assessment helps to further 

validate our selection of requirements, as well as suggest whether CELO is an appropriate 

informatics solution for each of the laboratories of our evaluation.  A summary of our findings 

is outlined in Table 5.  This table reintroduces the matrix reviewing the existing informatics 

solutions based on the nine system requirements with the addition of indicators of the 

importance of each of these requirements for the four systems developed for our evaluation.  

For each of the four systems, we have indicated the three requirements that we believe are 

most critical for the needs of the laboratory.  The matrix helps indicate whether CELO is an 

appropriate informatics solution for each lab or if another solution might better serve the 

laboratory’s needs.  For example, because CELO does not currently support plugins, the Eye 
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Lab may find another informatics solution such as WIRM or Microsoft Access to be a better 

choice for creating a data management system. 

 

Table 5. Summary of Evaluation Results: Satisfying System Requirements 
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NeuroSys X X X X   X   
SenseLab X X  X   X   
Microsoft Access  X X X X X  X  
WIRM X    X X X X  
Commercial LIMS     X X X X  
CELO X X X X X X X   
The Eye Lab + + + + ++ ++ + ++ + 
CSM Database + + ++ + + + ++ ++ + 
SUR Database + + ++ ++ ++ + + + + 
Protein Interaction + + + + ++ + ++ + ++ 
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusions 

We built CELO acknowledging that the system would not be able to satisfy the informatics 

needs of every laboratory.  Our evaluation has confirmed that the system is not a one-size-fits-

all solution.  The attempt to recreate the Cortical Stimulation Mapping (CSM) database, in 

particular, provides an example in which a CELO based system is not the ideal solution.  

Although CELO configuration tools were able to generate the database schema, a couple of 

useful queries, and some effective interfaces for entering data, it was unable to capture the 

most useful features of the original system.  Examples of such features of the CSM database 

include predefined data views generated by multiple complex queries, custom experiment 

workflow tools, and integration of a domain specific application.  Most of the custom scripts 

of the original system would also be required for the CELO based system in order to satisfy 

the laboratory’s needs.  The Eye Lab, Single Unit Recording (SUR) study, and Protein 

Interaction study required more basic data management needs such as simple data 

organization, visualization and retrieval functions that a CELO based system was more 

successfully able to fulfill. 

 

A top priority in our plans for future work includes implementing features to satisfy the two 

system requirements that CELO does not currently support: plugins for customization and 

evolution of data representation.  The significance of these requirements was only emphasized 

by the results of our evaluation.  Even the laboratories with mostly basic data management 

needs also required some custom functionality specific to a research area.  For example, the 

Eye Lab needed a feature for creating image matrices in order to compare and analyze cataract 

formation in mice, and the SUR study needed each Patient view to include a specialized query 
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for listing the electrodes associated with the Patient.  If CELO supported plugins, 

customizations such as these could be integrated into a laboratory’s data management system 

to satisfy unique needs.  Laboratories can already drop custom written scripts into their 

dedicated filesystem directory on the CELO server such that the scripts can be accessed by a 

web browser.  In order to fully support plugins, we plan to add a mechanism to link to these 

custom scripts from the generic web interface.  Our idea for implementing this mechanism is 

to create a new table in each lab database that specifies the scripts written to satisfy a lab’s 

unique needs.  The generic CELO CGI scripts would then be modified to query this table to 

display the appropriate links for executing the custom scripts. 

 

Evaluation of the Protein Interaction system also illustrated the importance of the schema 

evolution requirement.  During creation of the Protein Interaction system, we were required to 

evolve the database schema in a manner that caused data to be lost that had to be re-entered.  

A mechanism to efficiently evolve the database schema without data loss would have been 

very valuable in this scenario.  For example, a web interface that allows users to easily specify 

data to copy from one database table to another would have eliminated the need to re-enter 

data in our scenario, and is one feature that would help satisfy the schema evolution 

requirement. 

 

Although our evaluations have demonstrated how CELO has been designed to effectively 

meet the remaining seven requirements, they have also illustrated how the system might be 

improved to better meet the requirements and to better serve the needs of laboratories.  The 

customizable user interfaces requirement, for example, led to the development of 

configuration tools that allow the users to specify labels for database table and column names, 
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determine the order in which attribute are displayed, and select widgets for creating and 

querying data.  Our evaluation has shown that the user interface configuration options are not 

sufficient to meet all of the needs of research labs.  For example, CELO was unable to create a 

user interface for the Protein Interaction Study that displayed query results in specific format.  

Queries constructed in CELO accurately returned a list of results for a query of samples, 

proteins, and peptides, but the formatting of the results made it difficult to distinguish which 

peptides are associated with which proteins, and which proteins are associated with which 

samples.  Formatting the results with indentations, as was done by the researchers in their 

spreadsheet, would more clearly make these distinctions.  Adding user interface configuration 

options such that researchers could specify formatting options such as this is an area of future 

work for the CELO system. 

 

We developed the CELO template system in order to help labs design databases for 

representing research data, and our evaluation has demonstrated how the templates help make 

this task easier and more efficient.  Many laboratories, however, will not find a template that 

fits their needs.  In the early stages of CELO use, before more templates are created, 

laboratories will often still need to define their own schemas from scratch.  This task can be 

quite complex, as highlighted by the need to evolve the schema for the Protein Interaction 

study database.  Tools such as the visualization tools available in Microsoft Access may help 

improve CELO’s ability to facilitate database design and may be worth adding to future 

versions of CELO. 

 

CELO’s querying features allowed us to create some very valuable views of data, including 

lists of data joining multiple tables.  Yet our evaluation showed that some data views, such as 
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the patient status list valuable for the CSM study, could not be created using a single SQL 

query.  Future work on the CELO system may include developing features for constructing 

more complex views of data using multiple queries.  Another issue with CELO’s querying 

features is that its advanced query method, which allows users to construct SQL statements,  

requires the user to have a SQL programming background.  Researchers may not have the 

time or desire to learn SQL.  Developing additional querying tools that allow users to 

construct complex queries without SQL knowledge is another potential area for future work. 

  

CELO has also demonstrated its support for diverse data types.  The File and URL data types 

predefined within the CELO system has proved to be very valuable.  CELO’s special 

processing of File types enabled the Eye Lab members to use their system to easily organize 

and retrieve several mouse eye images for analysis.  The Protein Interaction system utilizes the 

URL type to associate proteins identified in their experimental studies with links to web pages 

displaying protein annotations from public protein databases.  We acknowledge that there are 

other data types common to biomedical research that would benefit from special processing.  

Future work on CELO includes researching potential data types to predefine, such as types 

representing data relevant to genomics or proteomics studies.  There already exist some 

research efforts that explore various models for representing these complex data6, 12, 73-75. 

 

The Protein Interaction study is an example of a research effort that requires multi-laboratory 

collaboration and integration of information from public biomedical databases.  Because 

CELO is a web-based system, it allows laboratories to easily share research data with other 

remote labs.  We expect several collaborations, including the Protein Interaction study, to also 

require the integration of data from multiple laboratory databases as well as from public 
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biological databases.  We therefore plan to research different methods for integrating data 

from multiple databases.  The need for these biological data integration tools is well known, 

and several research efforts have already been launched in this area76-78.  Our future work 

includes exploring these options as potential mechanisms for laboratories to integrate data 

from their CELO-based systems with other laboratory databases and publicly available 

databases. 

 

All of the potential areas of future work, from additional user interface configuration options 

to integration of multiple biomedical databases, could increase the value of the CELO system.  

An issue with adding more features, however, is that it can also result in a higher the learning 

curve for using the system.  We will use caution when selecting the new features to implement 

in the system, considering the trade-off between usability and customizability.  CELO, in its 

current state, has already demonstrated its promise as a valuable tool for labs that need an 

inexpensive and quick solution for basic data management needs.  We believe that many 

biomedical laboratories fall within this category and that CELO, therefore, has the potential to 

be adopted by the biomedical research community.  One challenge we must face, however, is 

identifying labs that are willing to spend the time and effort required to use CELO in practice.  

Our experiences thus far have indicated that although labs recognize a need for data 

management solutions, many are also weary of spending time investigating potential 

solutions.  As more labs recognize the benefits of CELO, we hope to further validate the 

system as a valuable tool for research labs over a wide range of research domains and with a 

diversity of informatics needs. 
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